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Keeping fathers involved - family life 

Better Homes & Gardens,  August, 1998  by Wade F. Horn 

 

"When fathers get involved, children learn more," says U.S. Secretary of Education Richard Riley. 

For example, a U.S. Department of Education study shows students are half as likely to have ever repeated a grade if 

their fathers have high involvement in their schools. (High involvement is defined as participating in three out of four of 

the following: serving as a volunteer, attending general school meetings, taking part in parent-teacher conferences, or 

going to class events.) 

Also, half of students get mostly A grades when their fathers are highly involved in their schools compared to about 

one-third of students when their fathers aren't involved. A child of an involved father is also more likely to participate in 

extracurricular activities and enjoy school, according to the study. 

A father's participation yields great rewards 

For those children who complete high school and go on to college, the rewards are tremendous. "A college graduate can 

expect to earn $1 million more in their lifetime than a child who doesn't finish high school," Riley says. A father's 

involvement yields rewards for all family members. Kids without the influence of a father won't learn or earn as much. 

Research also indicates they won't obey the law as much, stay married as much, or be there for their own kids as 

much. 

Factors that may have limited a father's child-rearing activities may include misconceptions that mothers take more 

naturally to parenting or that men and women should parent the same. However, couples need to realize that fathers 

are just as capable as mothers of nurturing and bonding with children, and that mothers and fathers tend to parent 

differently--though not always, of course, and not in every circumstance. 

Chief among differences between moms and dads is how fathers spend time interacting with their children. According to 

University of California developmental psychologist Ross Parke, "Moms and dads tend to specialize. The mother 

becomes more of a caregiver, manager, as well as a playmate. A father's specialty seems to be play." 

Dads tend to spend more of their parenting time playing with their kids--they also tend to play differently than moms. 

According to University of Rhode Island psychologist Henry Biller, "Mothers are generally more concerned with verbal-

intellectual teaching, whereas fathers are more oriented toward active play." 

Acknowledging various approaches in parental behavior does not mean that one parent is doing it "right" and the other 
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